A PERSONAL NOTE
As an intuitive Website and Graphic Designer I feel deeply connected both spiritually and
energetically to my clients. I strive to achieve balance in all areas of my life, which then allows me to
offer a high standard of service which is both individually creative and professional. Given my drive
for excellence I have recognised my work needs to be consistently and sensibly structured, as I suffer
with fibromyalgia, arthritis, chronic fatigue and pre-and-post surgery shoulder injuries.
Being mindful of my energy allows me to wholeheartedly immerse myself in creativity and attention to
detail when working, whilst also giving myself permission to take scheduled time out to fill my own
cup when my body signals me to do so. My aim is to be completely transparent and establish clear
guidelines from the beginning.
I trust the Universe to guide like minded souls to my services; those who feel both a personal
connection and also believe I offer a great service on a professional level.
I truly believe my health challenges have created a better me. Through my experiences I have
become a wiser, more committed, understanding and compassionate human being. This extends to
my relationship with clients. As a natural empath I invest feeling and energy into my work. Through
my own personal experiences I have developed an understanding of the many challenges others
face, which can influence the direction a project may evolve. I believe this enhances my value as a
web designer as I truly connect on so many levels.
Effective communication between both parties is fundamental to a mutually satisfying and abundant
relationship as unmet expectations can cause conflict and frustration. The purpose of sharing my
personal details is about being authentic and establishing integrity within my work and personal life. It
allows me to honour myself, whilst also honouring you. By consciously choosing to work with me you
are investing in someone who is walking their path, as you are walking your own. May we inspire one
another and create something magical which reflects what you deeply wish to share with the world.
The hours I choose to dedicate to work allow me to complete projects within a reasonable time frame,
and I am always finding new ways to work smarter and more efficiently. I recognise emergency
situations such as a website or email being “down” may arise occasionally, and will receive my
utmost attention.
Lastly, many of you are healers and sometimes kindly offer me your time and valuable knowledge in
this way. Past experience has shown it's best if I keep my healing and treatments separate from my
clientele, as it can upset the balance of our relationships.
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